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The permanent or ephemeral irruption of moving images in urban space provokes changes in the experience of a landscape, impacting on the notion of space itself: by moving the attention focus from static accidents to changing focuses, the interest vector becomes predominant in heightening the void of space, while its borders – the landscape – become plastic. The acceptance of ICTs by society, their technical advances demonstrated by the use of screens with seductive design, allows for a foretelling of the phenomenon’s expansion, which will shape a new perception of urban space and its experience. Since moving images will define the reading of the 21st century space, as the impact of automobile or large-scale billboard advertising did in the 20th century, it is necessary to know in what specific ways the irruption of large-scale LED screens happens in Santiago, and its degree of induction in spatial perception.
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1 Introduction

The appealing images displayed by large digital LED screens in urban spaces is one of the most dynamic, multiple, and diverse component of the contemporary landscape. Ever-changing images participate in visual surroundings, inserting texts and textures – in a way unthinkable before – on surfaces and architectural bodies. This ever-increasing complexity, unjustly relegated by planners and architects, is today one of the most significant components of the city and demands a redefinition of the aesthetic and symbolic values modified by their insertion. Not only those relative to buildings where the screens parasite, but also the values that reclaim the understanding of the current image of the city need to be examined.

A previous work[11] showed how appealing images participate in urban dynamics, establishing a new stratum in the city’s construction and how images’ constantly changing quality makes them the most dynamic component of the urban landscape. This work also suggested that the observation of this stratum allows for the inference of variations in economic, political, social or artistic dynamics. The specific conditions of how the phenomenon of fixed images (advertising, graffiti, tags, signage) and moving images (screens and neon lights) develops in a city can be understood as one of the identity aspects that characterize a city in a particular moment.

In Santiago de Chile, new technologies have been quickly adopted in all spheres of society. Two local aspects can explain this phenomenon: first, its recognition as a sign of trendiness; and second, as an eloquent sign that shows a modern city integrated to the global economy. This has fostered the indiscriminate installation of technological devices for communication in main public spaces and freeways, reaching in short term a fast development in some neighbourhoods.

We needed to identify which perceptual dimensions are impacted by digital screens, considered in their dual function: first, as an object that modifies the physical urban space in its diurnal and nocturnal temporalities; and second, as a way of communication that spreads messages, light and perspectives
external to place and time, therefore inducing perceptual and notional dislocations of the individual in public space. Duality that is our object of study: on one hand, the contextual insertion of the image inscribing itself in the transformation of the aesthetical culture of society; on the other, the degree in which it shapes perceptive practices revealing the current sense and identity of a place.

Given that our object is the elasticity of perception of the image/context pair, we consider the polysemic concept of landscape as a social construction of dual dimension – physical and symbolic – whose articulation allows for a wider rethinking of the role that the kinetic image plays when superimposing the building and its urban setting. From here, we sought to build a global scope of the role of visual appeal in mental place composition and in the modification of the inhabitant’s urban experience, because of its topological function, new orientation and meaning vectors are involved in the notional construction of space.

Assuming that the large format moving images installed in public spaces are so appealing that no one can remain unaware of them, in countries like Chile our hypothesis is that they expand the notional aptitudes demanded by present times: they increase flexibility on perceptual capacity by imposing rhythm, colour, and messages overlapped within the accustomed perceptive field. We assumed that the dynamics of this phenomenon is capable of embodying enough stimuli to activate the appreciation of the unexpected and the undetermined, activating the demands of contemporary thought –expressed by the production of literature and philosophy since the latter part of the 20th century–, from the value of uncertainties to double messages. Everything happening in this moment is now (time) and here (place), the two determinant principles that define a ‘landscape moment’. So, from examining inhabitants’ reactions, it would be legitimate to infer how digital screens model the notion of a perceptive space/time, showing how the displacement of focuses of attention changes the perception of shapes and dimensions, until the void of public places is assumed as an alive three-dimensional body, ever changing in a liquid environment.

In fact, it was confirmed that the saturation of visual and experiential stimuli to what santiaguinos have been submitted, make them tolerant to ambiguities and contradictions, while they show more alertness to novelty and being capable of accepting the undetermined, the indiscernible and provocations, even dualities or the transformation of meanings. For example, when a commemorative static monument that is traditional of a place appears competing with huge illuminated and blinking artefacts; or when the architectural layout that originally shaped the public space is no longer a motive of interest, urban landscape becomes a simple support for devices. We found also that in presence of screens, the preconception that people have of a place no longer describes its physical structural elements, but instead allude to events and previous experiences that invoke a personal relation with the place; participants refer to the metanarratives that the place evokes, shutting down the formal and determinant notions that experts manipulate when planning. Individuals show openness to chances that open a space for their subjective interpretation of a place – as an open system- and to the expectation of phenomena rather than the physical reality.

Taking into consideration a Chilean citizen that evolves with the flexibility demanded by the contemporary attitude, as an approach to this particular case – Plaza Italia in Santiago – we propose the “landscape moment” as the focus of this study, inscribed at the time when the installation of LED screens took place; when the phenomenon of the images in movement could be detected as one of the acting stimuli that composes the whole experience of urban space. "Landscape moment", a concept considered as an instant or a detention in the landscape process, is a legitimate approach to a particular case study [4], because in the urban temporality, the “landscape moment” is a conjunction of time and place, even though it is always inscribed in an historical continuity.

With this research we aim to point out to the discrepancy that exists today between urban design based on specialists, spatial and aesthetic considerations, and a design prepared to balance the practical and
psychological needs of the inhabitants that relate to a space invigorated by ICTs communication devices that modify their perceptive dynamic and the experience of the actual city. Because the continuous expansion of the phenomenon and the emergence of new situations related to ICTs are redefining the relationship with time and space, they open new possibilities for participation of citizens in the construction of the built environment; meanwhile, they create new ways of relating to this liquid medium.

Figure 1 Plaza Italia. Prepared by the authors, surveying, location of LED screens and monuments
2 the case and its approach.

Plaza Italia ("Italy Square") is a flagship place in the city of Santiago; a roundabout that joins important roads and other public infrastructure, neighbourhoods and social groups, forced in shape by a river and a hill. It is a huge urban void of unique dimensions in the city. Such spatiality and its historic role have made it propitious for the installation of commemorative monuments, cafés, theatres and other services, causing the concentration of meaningful activities and different sort of elements. But, while it unites and concentrates, it also divides and manifests contradictions: from being the city’s vertex at the beginning of the 20th century, it is now a main centre; one that summons but at the same time limits two socio-economic realities while it clearly divides the traditional town from the contemporary development. Its ambiguous character and its scenic amplitude have consolidated it as the main expression place for collective celebrations, displeasures, claims and emerging artistic demonstrations in Santiago, turning it into the most important meeting point of the city.

The conditions and qualities of Plaza Italia favoured the installation of architectural vanguard styles during all the 20th century and the resulting morphology of its borders prompted the early emergence of large neon signs, replaced afterwards by large billboards and finally LED screens over buildings, a coronation that does not recognize their architectural quality as they are utilized as mere support. Thus, Plaza Italia became a privileged place for communicative seduction linked to ICTs on an urban scale, bringing huge perceptive stress (visual, listening and attention) to people, by superimposing rhythms, movements and information in discordant temporalities.

In Plaza Italia, important city elements converge, as we see in plan (Figure 1): the Mapocho river that crosses Santiago from East to West; three parks of important magnitude; four monuments erected in different periods of time; and several successive building styles: an art deco architectural set from 1929 that shapes the square’s southern border; two middle high buildings from ‘60 decade located on the west side, and on the southeast corner the Telefónica’s corporate tower that in the 90s imposed a new scale in that space.

In order to encourage a change in the urban design present paradigm, we formulate a methodology that integrates quantitative with qualitative aspects as a research approach for this complex case, considering objective, sensorial and symbolic issues in a complementary way. The Methodology employed is not based on expert observation, but in the experience of the passers-by (sporadic or quotidian people). Knowing that usually the inhabitant’s experience is relegated by the specialists in projects and decision-making, we place the experiential aspects at the centre of this research. This multidimensional approach aims to construct a more complex analysis oriented to an integral improvement, not only of the urban scene, but also the physical experience of the “ambience”, all those components in-between the individual and perceived elements, including the dimension of the senses.

The strategies utilized to build a global vision began by applying a morphological and visual landscape analysis: diurnal and nocturnal behaviours observations (by a team of architects and anthropologists); followed by a survey applied to regular users of the site regarding the development of remembrances that could be translated into objective and subjective metaphors of Plaza Italia; and finally, a set of semi-structured interviews in situ to frequent users of the site (pedestrians, drivers and residents) applied during the quotidian parcours. The variety of results enabled us to dismiss various topics such as: the impact of perception and individual experience in shaping and giving magnitude to the mental construction of space and its symbolization; in which way LED screens (artefact and its dynamic communication) transform space causing changes of scale by installing new focal points as a starting anchor for space reading, etc.

The results of these various methodological actions were related and compared enabling a dynamic characterization of Plaza Italia.
To analyse how inhabitants integrate advertising screens with the experience of space, and how they are read and valued from different means of displacement, interviews were applied to a sample of thirty people (pedestrians, residents and motor passers-by) chosen randomly by category, with the sole condition that they usually frequent the place, most of them every day. This instrument, designed and supported by a team of anthropologists, enabled the identification of how -and in what particular circumstances- ICTs and their inherent devices are incorporated to experience; and how much they affect the relation of the individual with the context in the estimation of dimensions and meaning, until reconfiguring a subjective reality of the physical space of the Plaza.

To identify the precise effects of screens in the configuration of the perceived landscape in association to the topological function of those objects, other different methodological resources were combined, such as: the analysis of the objective visual landscape by means of photographs –as static representation of the landscape--; the observation in situ of social behaviour, combining direct observation in the field with specific questions in the interviews. Knowing that any visualization of the landscape encompasses a structuring function along with a constant dynamic of transformation, during interviews people were asked to draw over a diagram the limits of the boundaries of what they considered “Plaza Italia”. This task allowed us to compare reality with visual perceptions, the elements that produce induction to act and the assessment of it image, together with its aesthetic appreciation, existential value, and cultural meaning.

In parallel, other individuals, while being away from the site, were asked to elaborate very short metaphors relative to objective and subjective aspects that the term “Plaza Italia” suggests to them, in order to obtain the pre-concepts acting behind perception and to capture the condensed sense they give to place. These metaphors were analysed quantitatively and qualitatively, and those results acquired from metaphors surprisingly correspond to those obtained in interviews. Both frequent passers-by who travel through Plaza Italia on a daily basis and citizens of Santiago more generally, who know the site but do not necessarily incorporate it to their everyday lives, have constructed transcendental and dynamic notions of Plaza Italia, our case study. The obtained results also suggest a correspondence between those metaphors, individuals’ constructions of Plaza Italia, and the data obtained by experts through interviews and on-site participant observation.

Finally, a graphical representation of the results was developed to allow the comprehensive visualization of the perceptual state of this space.

3 The Plaza Italia “Landscape Moment”.

Landscape is a mental construct generated when there is a link between the stimuli of a space –a tangible structure-, and the human experience submerged in a determined socio-cultural group. A person who captures stimuli by the senses and his/her intellecction, when visualizing and interpreting a significant entity, is capable of apprehending a perceptio with sense and value, induced by a cultural context. Under this scope, we have considered two levels of landscape assessment[7]: that of its physical production –which proposes the substances to shape a constructo as an insight-, and the one of its perception, which configures the final notion of that landscape as an instant and meaningful mental whole. The integration of both spheres is the appropriate focus to observe the effects of LED screens installation on experience – a particular class of stimuli – because a certain recursion exists: the landscape frequently converts itself into a metaphor that induces the dominant visual tendency of the social meaning as a whole.

Approaching the perceived landscape as a recursive tool allows us to interrogate the elusive reality by examining the effect of at least one of the quotidian elements that form it: the giant and moving images materialized in digital screens, the most common manifestation of ICTs visible in the city until today. The system of images that, together with its emitting artefact, invades both physically and symbolically the
urban space with its own logic, contributes to the perception of space in a distinct way. Because the screens distort the previous attention focuses, reorienting the spatial position with new appealing interest items, they modify the reference plans in height by catching the eye at a new level; alter the functional time of transiting with the advertisement’s own times, while inserting other distant climates, places and colours in unexpected and fluctuating contents.

Our study is inscribed in the landscape moment of the LED screens appearance in Plaza Italia, which conjugates a bi-temporal condition: on one hand, the historical time associated to what is permanent in that place; and on the other, the brief time of the ephemeral event of emerging situations. We consider a “long time” the building complex urban process, which ideally has absorbed into the landscape memory the figure of the “short time” events of the present, which implies a way of conservation of its character, structure, symbol and identity support for changes. The actual landscape, therefore, constitutes a dynamic space/time “presentation” – constantly constructed by the inhabitant in his actual dealing with objects and events in that space – and who colonises it through prevailing “representations”, found here as preconceived metaphors during the research process. Our approach takes into consideration that in places with heavy traffic, such as Plaza Italia, we experience the landscape mainly while in movement. It does not seek for static or absolute notions of beauty of the physical surrounding (traditional notion of landscape), but for the identification of structural elements of the landscape, permanent or emerging, in an intent to capture a process that must incorporate new elements or transformations while guaranteeing the continuity of its symbolic meanings and significances associated to a community and time.

In order to define the ‘landscape moment’ of the case we are addressing, we must take into consideration and relate the variety of perceptive data produced by the territory (static, geographical) and the superimposition, juxtaposition or interpretation of different syntaxes (architectural, sculptural, commemoratory, etc.). Each period has its own scale and canonical frame and is defined by its own rules (for example, designed parks and motor ways) and the “emerging” reality, whether architectural or an urban complementation (variant advertising, signage, flows, crowd barriers, activities). The acceptance, naturalization, or discrimination of this juxtaposition allows us to visualize the identity of the current landscape.

The second period represents a transition in the physiognomy of the space, the plaza and its uses: the consolidation of the park and vegetation along the river generated a visual continuity between the city and the geographical context on the North side of the city, while the other three sides of Plaza Italia consolidate an architectural boundary. This period is characterized by the intensifying presence of nature in the city and a considerable proliferation of motor vehicles.

During the third period, beginning in the 1980s, we can identify a clear transformation of the landscape defined by a fast increase and protagonism of road surfaces (pavements and gardens), turning the space of Plaza Italia from a central one into a lineal space along the main axis of mobility in the East/West direction. Despite these transformations, the landscape conserved a sense of amplitude in terms of its depth and extension, given by the Mapocho River and the Andes mountains as an identifying background, fundamental elements of the santiaguino imaginary. And a very significant change takes place in the beginning of the 1990s: the insertion of a corporate tower belonging to Telefónica. Its scale breaks down the horizon and depth of the visual field towards the East, and its imposing presence changes the surrounding space: from being open and isotropic, it is now contained and focused on a centripetal character. It defines a vertex that, by itself, works as a limit of the place (Figure 2).

Even though by that time there were some illuminated billboards in some points of the square, these were very demure. Recently in 2010 the first LED screen (Figure 1, screens 1: 12x8mts, full colour LED video display, 10p, vision distance from 10 and more than 300 mts) was installed in the Western edge of Plaza
Italia, on the top of a ten-floor building; and a second one was installed at the same side 50 meters south on a four-floor building with same characteristic but different dimensions (Figure 1, screen 2: 18x6mts). Finally, last year a third one was installed specially for pedestrians at the other side of the river on an advertising support installed over the sidewalk (Figure 1, screen 3: 8x6mts, on 8 meters column support).

From the ethnographic survey emerges this ‘landscape moment’ of Plaza Italia as a contradiction in terms of how it is sensed: while it appears as a point of path confluence, a heart, a node, a bellybutton that unites, at the same time it separates/divides socio-economic realities; while it articulates opposite things from different categories – geographic entities (the river, the hill), civic celebration or protest, and all sorts of cultural expressions, it marks independent sections of urban government with their own and different regulations. This dual or undefined character makes it the most important meeting point of the city, from sustaining face-to-face rendez-vous to joining a social anonymous meeting to claim for any significant cause. It simultaneously behaves as incision and suture.

Another paradoxical aspect that springs from our survey is its topological place quality “without being a place” since it resists all or any description. To the passers-by it seems to be rather a concept -or a percept- associated to a place of undetermined edges, whose nucleus you cannot “enter”; it represents a central “void” within an impenetrable roundabout; a central circle that contains the symbolic statue that gives the official name to the plaza “Baquedano”, nowadays being diminished by the evolving context. As a consequence of this multiple paradox, we needed to determine the limits and extension of the mental construct named Plaza Italia around this ambiguous centre and the configuration of its landscape shape, looking for the effect that the screens apply to such perception. Because for us the urban landscape cannot be understood as a ‘panoramic and vertical’ portrait of a city scene, but rather as a volume -or corpus- where the observer is immersed while practicing hermeneutic activity.

3.1 Extension limits of the “Plaza Italia” percepto.

To begin processing our obtained data, we analysed those sections of interviews where we asked passers-by to draw the limits of what they considered Plaza Italia to be by drawing on an urban map (technical plan). Afterwards, we obtained one single image by superimposing all results (Figure 3). From here we could make three basic distinctions of recognisable limits for the entity called by people “Plaza Italia”: A), the formal garden confined to the outline of the roundabout with the central statue, an impenetrable place due to its intense vehicular traffic on wide roads, plus the enclosure of mobile fencing -an intent to protect the monument- that has become permanent. B), the marking out of the traditional common usage of this carrefour (changing means of transportation, public services, amusement, etc.), contained between strong configurative entities: to the North side by the Mapocho river and a segment of Forestal Park; to the South by an art deco U-shape buildings ensemble and two higher ones at the edges. And C) the boundaries of a broadened zone understood as “Plaza Italia”, that involves adjoining neighbourhoods of gastronomic,
cultural and other activities associated to personal experiences and also to the radiation of the square due to its connectivity.

![Figure 3 Drawings of areas of Plaza Italia, made during interviews (by the authors)](image)

In spite of the fact Plaza Italia is a roundabout with well-defined plan layout, building, practical and natural limits, when distinct instruments are applied to people (regular passers-by, present individuals and motorists) its perceptive limits appeared surprising. Firstly, the elastic diversity of edges identified in the descriptive metaphors of the place; and secondly, the variety embodied in the drawings of the edges depicted over a plan by people during the interviews (Figure 4, superposition of results). By observing the results, we were able to explain to what degree the participation of the screens is responsible for the fact that there is so much difficulty and divergence in describing the extension and dimension of what is referred to as “Plaza Italia” beyond its spatial configuration and its meaning as a place.

Although the limits seem to extend in a tentacular way to the south - where large static ads are placed over buildings – the limit is perceived relatively close to the existing built-up edges, suggesting that the addition of architecture is un-invasive; it impedes both interest and attention and sustains other free wonderings and expectations for the perception of the site. On the contrary, when looking North, interviewees recognize and remember more programmatic facts; a diffused space in increasing expansion and diversification is conceived, even though in this direction – the N-S axis – the last LED screen has been placed: a powerful screen installed on the other side of the river, mainly designated for pedestrians and strongly imposed into their visual field. Mentioned as the most memorable stimuli of the North perspective, this screen seems to act in a particular way suggesting that a sole screen in absence of built visual limits – as it happens towards North – is taken just for a technical device rather than as an urban component entitled to be considered when we asked to define boundaries. The continuous emergence of traffic signals, advertisements, and other practical devices is a fact that conditions Plaza Italia to an active redefinition according to dynamics that are external to it. And we can say that is not the brightness nor the novelty that impacts the conscience the most, but the relations between the fixed components with the emerging elements that are the main inductors of spatial perception in the urban reality.
Instead, along the East-West axis – parallel to the river, avenues and parks – limits are more clearly identified, especially on the West side, where the first LED screens were placed above two buildings defining that edge. The front of those screens looking East establishes a vector with the observer that determines a ‘back’—an undefined “beyond” – towards the West. For people coming from the East, even though a unanimous verbal recognition of Telefónica tower was confirmed as the threshold that defines a vertex of the place, the effect of the screens at the opposite end extends that threshold’s flexibility, as they are oriented to be seen from afar and while in transit along the East-West direction. For drivers, screens are a far-off signal of the Square’s proximity; and considering screens as an inherent part of the Plaza; drivers
situate the border of Plaza Italia at the location where they can first see the screens. The elongation of our research site towards the West -where LED screens are placed on buildings, installing a ‘back’- is weaker and shorter, even though it extends for practical reasons and bifurcates into: one determined by the distance of a bus stop signal, another given by the knowledge of enjoyment in the park.

So there is no fixed boundary in the horizontal concept of Plaza Italia, which broadens to the North side - even with the intervention of a low screen - it extends beyond the river to the hill; and by the East side it expands through the axis that concurs to Plaza Italia from where the daily presence of screens announces the site.

3.2 Vertical limits of the space

By setting new interest focuses, the screens install new limits to Plaza Italia in terms of its height, which varies from day to night times. During the day, the brightness of the screens is mitigated by the natural light, and the contrast of the artefact itself is what attracts our attention the most over some buildings, compelling us to look away from the pragmatic horizon and broadening our angle of vision. At night, however, the screens reach their maximum appeal function; their intense brightness unifies fix advertisings and screens, diminishing the architectural features of their individual supports. In addition, they darken the rhythmic and continuous presence of lampposts and road lights, making the physical limits of the void invisible.

By night, the screens (Figure 5) reconfigure the place: the apparent unity acquired at night by fixed and digital screens -given by their similar dimension, luminosity, direction, shape and height, but also by the orthogonal edge in which they are located-, gives the Square both regularity and a certain height homogeneity, attributes it lacks during the day.

Figure 5 Photography Southwest direction 2013 (by the authors)

The complex configuration is defined by night by the large luminous emissions that arrange the visual field. A cornisamento that provokes enough stimuli for the understating of the space integrates it into a global image. The sensation of ‘container’ given by screens explains why among the interviewees, faced with the option of choosing between photographs with and without screens, a majority chose the image with screens at night-time, while referencing a feeling of movement and safety. In front of images where the existing luminous advertising has been suppressed (Figure 6), the extension of the space expands in different axis when no limits are perceived at the top, despite a prevailing titillating plan of lights at the ground level.

During the day (Figure 7), the linked cornisamento of fixed and mobile images screens have lost their uniqueness, each playing a role in the landscape of Plaza Italia. The allure that by night defines the edge of Plaza Italia is now broken. The appealing colours and brands lying over extensive areas of the large format billboards are the most remembered images, while only the existence and location of screens is mentioned. Even though screens appear as a “presence” in the interviewees’ discourse, their messages in constant
change, do not manage to be retained. Such segmentation of types of adverts in perception splits the notion of the configurative edge, accenting the variety of buildings that are individualized only as support of such and such ad or screen.

The daytime photograph that proposes the suppression of the screens had an excellent acceptance in almost the totality of interviewees (Figure 8). This can be explained by the bigger homogeneity acquired by the site because perceptively the built edge unifies itself in one unique architectural type. The buildings are no longer the basis for the advertising images, the sustaining meaning that has belittled them in people conscience. By this simple gesture a change of scale could be produced in this place.

The interviewees value the nightly presence of digital screens; but in front of the daytime options they go for the one with no screens, showing that the specialists have not yet managed their parasitic insertion on buildings, a growing phenomenon in contemporary urban places. The instruments applied here reveal that the presence of screens – whether as luminosity or as artefact – beyond their messages, are shaping the perception and modifying the formal notion of a space, both in extension and height. They generate a dynamic spatial body for the void that expands and contracts in different ways during the day and at night.
3.3 Preconceptions and associations expressed in metaphors

As it has been mentioned before, a group of regular users of Plaza Italia, while being away from it, were asked to express their objective and subjective feelings towards the place by relying on metaphors or analogies, with the aim of extracting indexical contents from the essential meanings that act as preconception when facing the real space.

From their metaphors it was deduced that the “objective” nature assigned to Plaza Italia resides more in its urban function regarding the city—it’s pivotal role in terms of connectivity, its position and concurrent roads—, and not in terms of concrete or hard elements (plan shape, components, configurative or commemorative entities) or in its human and vehicular density. The screens are hardly mentioned in this part of the survey. This indicates that the objective sense of Plaza Italia is quite abstract and the insertion of screens – images and artefacts – does not find social resistance to amalgamate with what already exists and which appears to be of little significance.

Regarding the metaphors that seek to trace the “subjective” load [what do you mean by load?], the “social spatial” role is the one that acquired the foremost importance—meeting point; mass and anonymous celebrations, spontaneous artistic expression, and ideological demonstration or protest-. However, its paradoxical nature is highly recognized: to be at the same time a point of integration and socio-spatial segregation, a centre or a limit that both brings together and repels. Even though the screens are specifically mentioned very little here, they are considered as a positive value to the scenery of the space; and because of its complex dynamics, other forms of communication are expected.

The preconceptions that inform the perception of the Square tend to refer its functional comprehensibility and also its open potential to embrace the expression of an active citizenship. And in real experience, the passers-by of Plaza Italia naturally assume the juxtaposition of three different syntaxes: the static geographical one; the canonical, defined with rules of design; and the emerging manifestations, to which its subjectivity is opened for a more global syntax that could give coherence to the changing void perceived: that plastic or liquid entity to which the screens contribute in this landscape moment, whose skin—“the” landscape—, follows it in its contractions and elongations. Thus, the landscape becomes elusive.

4 Final considerations

Considering the fact that the landscape process is defined by the superimposition of events, both physical and social, we found that there exists a big distance between these two spheres in the santiaguino’s perception, a fact that could be considered positive, considering the amazing changes that are taking place in large contemporary cities, like Santiago. The non-object, but rather notional and abstract character given to Plaza Italia’s landscape has the capacity to reconcile the past with the present embracing all kinds of interventions, if the traditional sense of this place is maintained. The natural manner in which the successive overlapping of physical shapes are embraced in the evolution of the dominant taste and the diverse events associated with emerging ones, show patterns of thought and aesthetic sensibility that are characteristic of contemporaneity in this far away country. We can argue, then, that the least powerful and formally consolidated the physical landscape is to impress a defined construct, the more possibilities the landscape moment has to open up to new transformations.

Given the evidence of an evolutionary process in this landscape moment of the place, we asked ourselves; how does the consistency of the collective imaginary of Plaza Italia persist today? And considering the predatory dynamics that the space faces – like any other contemporary city does – by means of its character of topological concept, it becomes an urban gattopardo that “changes in order for nothing to change”. An important aspect of preservation mentioned by Augustin Berque [2], who considered the landscape as a
The constitutive motive of social bond, is that it is no longer necessary to choose between memory and modernity; the social and economic changes must register its meaning into the continuity of the landscape process avoiding dramatic breakdowns.

As it was seen in terms of its limits, there is no fixed notion of Plaza Italia regarding its horizontal boundaries, which broaden continuously. The presence of screens—whether as luminosity or as artifact—beyond their messages, generate a dynamic spatial body by the void that expands and contracts in different ways during the day and at night: that plastic or liquid entity to which the screens contribute in this landscape moment, and whose skin—“the” landscape—, follows it in its contractions and elongations, making any landscape elusive, but surprising and stimulating for today’s sensibilities.

Plaza Italia is a space in expansion [11]; not only through the digital screens but also due to the emergence of other ICTs, like the portable artefacts in public space, that together generate a palimpsest of perceptive stimuli shaping the urban experience. And the continuous emergence of new traffic signals, advertisements, lighting shows and other devices are a fact that conditions public places to an active redefinition according to dynamics that, generally, are external to it.

The idea of “landscape moment” as an approach to the study of urban spaces, turned out suitable to discover the thresholds of tolerance of the perceptive subjects in the contemporary time. And the participation of digital screens in the transformative perception phenomenon revealed a problem that needs more attention: the manner in which information screens irrupt in urban space and architecture, both in its daily or nightly appearance, is an aspect not yet solved.

If the first advertising billboards started from a dialogue between the ornament and the adorned, with the elimination of the ornament, the modern movement installed a differentiated evolution for architecture and for advertisement images, a purism that did not embrace the “para-architectural”, things promoting what we usually see in the current city: the alteration of architecture by using external additions. Many times an iconic ad was privileged and its large format expression is what Paul Ardenne [1] refers to as “folding screen architecture”, where images mask a building. But today’s technological advances enable the redefinition of the relationship between digital image and architecture. The dematerialization and independence between image and its support, invites us to envisage a process leading towards the fusion of image and support in the conception of a project, where image and architecture will participate at the same expressive level as it did in the beginnings of social communication through images in cave paintings; images that extend to the urban scale as in some pavilions at Shanghai 2010. When images become indifferent to their support, ICT cause changes such as: the experience of simultaneous worlds, the interaction with images in real time and the intersection of real and virtual space.

Today, advances in technology enable a creative redefinition of the relationship between digital image and architecture. The present capacity to allow for independence between an image and its support, allow us to foresee new effects emerging from the project’s conception, where image and architecture will participate at the same expressive level to offer stimuli that could induce positive constructos and perceptos to passers-by, contributing to a contemporary comprehension of space.

The urban trending scenario is determined by the dissimilar evolution of architecture’s disciplines, urbanism, the handling of images, and sciences relating to perception. While the images’ dislocation manifests in all fields and scales of our day-to-day life, producing unpredictable phenomena, the management and design of the urban medium still shows a reactive development based on the solution of problems and the control of phenomena, demonstrating a discrepancy.
However, while the images dislocation manifests itself in all fields and scales of our day-to-day life, producing unpredictable phenomena, the management and design of the urban medium still shows a reactive development based exclusively in the solution of problems and in the control of phenomena.

If – as demonstrated – a few fixed digital screens placed for practical and commercial reasons are capable of modifying or even shaping the perception of a space in terms of its extension and height, a new approach is needed—in urban research and in design—to achieve greater changes in the relationships of citizens with virtual images in public spaces. An integrated and long-time claimed approach [9] where a new attitude towards buildings and urban design transforms the experience of cities, appealing to the plurality of senses and interactivity. Will the citizen acquire the habitus to the permanent transformability of urban space? We think that they are starting to do so by conceiving public places more like a topological notion rather than an objective settlement, and that very soon architects will assume this fact and will stop talking about the visual landscape to refer instead to the flowing urban landscape.
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